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§1. INTRODUTION 
The stability and the vibration for non-linear dynamic system with time delay_ received con-
siderable attention [1-6]. 
This study is concerned with the stability and the resolution of higher-dimensional systems 
containing several time delays. Two exemples are presented to illustrate the mdhod. 
§2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 
2.1. Definitions 
Let's consider the following nth-order system containing two time delays: 
X= J[X(t), X(t- r!), X(t- r 2 )] ( 1) 
where X and f are n-dimensional column vectorsj X denotes time derivative of X; r 1 and r2 are 
constants; (r2 > ri}. 
The origine is the steady state: f(O, 0, 0) = 0. 
The initial conditions are given by: 
X=g(t) for -r,<;t<;O (2) 
For any continuous initial function g(t); assume that, ¢(t, g) is a unique and continuous solution 
of (1). 
For time delay systems, we have the following definitions [3]: 
- The norme of state vector: 
p[X(t)J=sup]x,.(t-r)J for O:<;r<;r2 ; j=1, ... ,n 
-The equilibrium of equation (1) is said to be stabie if for every c > 0 there is a 6(e:) > 0 such 
that: 
p[g(t)] < c for - Tz <; t <; 0 
implies that 
p[q\(t, g)J < c for t > 0 
The equilibrium of equation (1) is said to be asymptotically stable if 
(i) it is stable 
(ii) there is a S,(c) > 0 such that for all p[g(t)] <51 , then 
limp[ql(t, g)]~ 0 as t ~ oo 
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- Let R be a closed and bounded region in the n-dimensional state space and assume that R 
contains the origin then R is a region of stability for equation (1) if for all 
g(t) E R for - 72 ~ t ~ 0 
then 
</>{t, g) E R for t > 0. 
~ The region R is called the region of asymptotic stability for the systems in equations (1), if 
for all g(t) E Rand for -72 ~ t ~ 0: 
{ i) R is a region of stability 
{ii) limP[¢>{t,g)]---> 0 as t--+ oo 
2.2. Formulation of problem 
For time delay system {1), the problem of stability and resolution is formulated as following: 
Determine the region of stability for several values of time delays and search a convenient 
algorithm to solve the system of non-linear differential equations containing time delays {1) with 
initial conditions {2) 
§3. CONSTRUCTION OF REGION OF STABILITY 
Let's return to the system (1) and denote F the vector equation cOrresponding system without 
delay (i.e. 71 - 72 = o). 
X= F{X); F{o) = o. {3) 
For stability of time delays systems we can use Liapunov's second method, that has been 
developed for non-lineare system with time delay [3]; [4]. 
3.1. Construction of Liapunov's function 
For many stability problems, a Liapunov's function has the type: 
V(X) = FT AF 
where F is the derivative vector and A is a positive-definite matrix. For the time delay system (1) 
the Liapunov's function can take type V = FT F. 
Suppose that V{X) is a positive-definite function such that V{X) = K = canst definies a 
closed surface. 
Let S be the boundary of a closed region R that contains the origin (Fig. 1). 
Assume that V (X) has continuous first partial derivatives on S and the time derivative 
V{X) < 0 for all XES. 
Thus at each point on the boundary S of a region R, the derivative vector f is allways directed 
into R. Since 
V = VV · /[X(t),X(t- 7,), X{t- 72)]; 72 > 71 
at each point on the boundary, V depends on the past state X(t- 71 ) , X(t- 72 ). We must now 
construct the regions of possible past states [4]. 
3.2. Regions of possible past states 
If upper bounds on the time derivatives of the state variables are known or can be estimated; 
1.e. 
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then the region n. is defined as follows for any current state x·: 
and region. of possible past states: 
o; = fl• n R for k = 1, 2. 
3.3. Sufficient condition for a region of stability 
Let's denote:' 
VM(X*) = maxV(X) for X= X*; X(t- rk) E fl~ 
and Ro ={X : II XII< r} for some r > 0 
Assume that in Ro, the function V(X) is positive definite and V(X) = K defines a closed 
surfaceS and bounded region V(X) < K as R C Ro then R is a region of stability for time delay 
system (1) if: 
VM(X*)<O forall X*ES 
4. Computational algorithm 
Using above sufficierit condition, we can determine the region of stability for time delay system 
in the following manner: 
(1) Select a Liapunov's function 
{2) Select an initial value for the contour parameter K 
(3} Calculate j, max, /o max 
(4) Evaluate V(X) along the curve V(X) = K 
(5) Increase the value of K and repeat steps (3) and (4) until.the maximum region of stability 
is obtained. 
In the paxtie of application is constructed a region of stability for a concrete example. 
§4. NUMERICAL RESOLUTION FOR SYSTEM OF NON-LINEAR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS CONTAINING TIME DELAYS 
Using numerical methods to resolve the non-linear differential equations with time delays we 
can apply the algorith-ms of ordinary differential equations without time delay, howeve a procedure 
to time delays must be added as shown in fig. 2. 
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where 'T - time delay, DT- time step 





5.1. Exemple 1 
System of differential equations with time delays is given: 
:i; 1 = 1, 2- 2, 1x,(t)- 0, 4x1(t- r,) = h 
x2 = -1,2- 2x,(t)- 4x2(t- r2 ) = h 
The corresponding system without time delay: 
x, = 1,2- 2,5x,{t) = F1 
Xz = -1,2- 2xr(t)- 4xz(t) = Fz 
Th( Liapunov's function: 
V(X) = F'f + F:f 
The contour of V(X) = K = const is shown in 
fig. 3 
Calculating regions of possible past states 
{ftmax, !znu~.x) and evaluating the derivative V(X) 
along those contours we will obtain the region of sta-
bility. 
The behaviours of states xr(t), x 1(t- r,), xz(t) 
and xz(t- r2 ) are shown in fig. 4 
The influence of time delays is shown in fig. 5 
where 
curve 1 and 2: x1 (t) and xz(t) for system with-
out delay, 
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Fig. 5 
Thus, in this case, the ti!fie delay system has the vibrational character of state variable x 2 (t). 
5.2. Example 2 
Differential equation with time delay: 
X=<X'(t-1r)cost 
X(O) = 0, 25; e :<:; 0, 2 
This differential equation has an analytical solution in the first approximation [1]: 
X= 0, 25 + 0, 0125 sin t. 
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Fig. 6 
Using comput·ational algorithm presented in part IV, we receive the numerical fesults and the 
behaviour of state X(t) as shown in fig. 7 
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Comparing curve 2 in fig. _6 and that in fig. 7, we see that in this case, the numerical results 
are correspondent to the analytical results. 
CONCLUSION 
This study has research the region of stability and computer resolution for non-linear systems 
containing time delays, two exemples are consided and the numerical results are compared with 
the analytical results. 
This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basis Research Pro-
gram in Nat ural Sciences. 
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sv 6N DJNH vA. mAr cAc H~ DQNG LVC 
PHI TUYEN CH1J A THCJI GIAN CH~M 
Xet mi'en 5n d}nh va phu-ang phip s5 d~ giai h~ phm:rng trlnh vi phan phi tuye'n di:p cao chUa 
thCri gian ch~. 
Di x€t hai thf dv cv th~. Ke't qui drrc;rc so sinh v&i ke't qui gilti t:kh cUa xa:p xi thli- nhit. 
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